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INHALER DOSE COUffTER

The present invention relates to e dose counter for a portable dispensing

device of the type used for dispertsino discrete amounts of a fluid or perticulate

material entrained in en air or other proptilant stream. In particular, the

Invemlon is concerned with dose counters for portable dispensing devices of

5 the metered dose inhaler type which are well known in the art of medicine for

treatment of. or alleviation of the effects of. respiratory compUncs such es

asthma.

Metered dose inhalers typtcally consist of a medicament-containing

vessel and an actuator body having a drug delivery outlet. The present

10 invention wU find utility in any Vfpe of metered dose inhaler in which the

contents of the medicamem reservoir ere invisible to the user, including

pressurised metered dose inhalers (of both manually-operable and breath-

actuated types), dry powder inhalers, or such like.

The medicement-contalning vessel may be a pressurised canister

1 5 containing a mbcture of active drug and propeilam. Such canisters are usually

formed from a deep drawn aluminium cup portion having a crimped lid portkm

which carries a metering valve assembly. The metering vah/e assembly is

provided with a protruding valve stem which, in use, is inserted as a tight push

fit into B so-called "stem block" in the actuator body.

20 To actuate the convemior^al manually-operabiQ inhaler, the user applies

a compressive force to the closed end of the canister. The internal

components of the metering valve assembly are spring loaded so that, typically,

a compressive force of between 1 S and 30 N is required to ectivate the device.

In response to this compressive force, the canister moves axlally with respect

25 to the valve stem by an amoum varying between about 2 and 4 mm. This

degree of axial movement is sufficient to actuate the metering valve and cause

a metered quantity of the drug and propeilant to be expelled through the valve

stem. This is then released into the mouthpiece via a nozzle in the stem block.

A user inhaSng through the drug delivery oudet of the device at ttiis point wiU

thus receiva e dose of the drug.

Metered dose inhalers as described ebove administer an accurate dose

of medicament whenever required, which is particularly useful for users whose

5 respiratory difficutttes manifest themselves suddenly. Such has been the

success of these devices that they are now used throughout the worid, vwhere

they are exposed to a wide variety of dimatic corKiitions.

A more recent development is the so-celled "breath-operated actuator"

which delivers a dose of drug through a mouthpiece in response to Inhalation

10 by the user. This type of arrangemem Is particularly convenient in

circumstances where the co-ordir\atIon between user inhalation and manual

depression of the eerosol canlater is imperfect. For exampla, chiklren

sometimes lack the necessary co-ordination to achieve effective self-

administration. At times of respiratory distress, adult users may also

15 experience poor co-ordination.

Unfortunately, one of the drawt>acks of self-administration from an

inhaler is that users often experience difficulty in determining when the charge

in the medicament-containing vessel has nearly run out. With aerosol

canisters, part of the reason for this difficulty is that a surplus of propeilam

20 may remain in the canister even though the drug supply is nearly used up.

Alternatively, the near-exhausted state may result in a surplus of drug in

relation to propeilant. Thus, the iliusion is created that the inhaler Is still

capable of providing useful doses of medicament simply because the canister

contains liquid. This Is potemiatly hazardous for the user since dosing becomes

25 unreliable and because few people routinely carry a back-up device.

Many users have several different inhalers for the treatmem of a variety

of conditiorts. Others keep inhalers at a number of different locations such as

at school, home, work etc. In these circumstances it is particularly diffcult for

the user to keep track of the amount of usage extrected from each indh/Mual

30 inhaler apparatus.

Clearly there b a need for a counter mechanism which enablea users to

assess how many doses remain in the obscured canistar. Such a coumer

would ensure that users are warned when the inhaler neara exhaustion so that

appropriate measures can be taken to avoid running out of medication.

5 Moreover, if a dose counter can provMeraadabiHly to a resolution ofone dose,

tMs can be used for compliance monitoring, either under hospital supervision

or by parents and taaehers essessing compHance by children In their care.

To this end, various counters have been proposed in recent times wMch

aid the managementof metered dosage. Such counters vary in complexity and

10 sophistication, butthey all have In common the feature that they detect relative

movement between the medtcament'conttfning vessel and the actuator body

arKi increment in response to such movemem.

ICnown dose counters can be categorised into the foltowing types:

(a) Reservoir tow indicators,

15 (b) Fuel gauge types (resolution limited to 10 doses or higher).

(c) Dose computers (resolution to one dose and intrinsically accurate).

An example of the first type is described in Imematiorxal Patent

Application No. WO 86/05991 which uses a wheel cerrying a cok)ured mark

20 as the warnbig indicator. The vwtwel is rotated by a worm drive forming part

of the metering mechenism. Actuation of the metering mechanism infers that

the patient has taken a dose of medicamem and, when a predetermined

number of doses has been dispensed, the cotoured part of the wheel becomes

visible through an aperture. This irvlkrates to the user that a replacemem

25 dispenser will be required shortly. The principles disctosed in this documem

wouM enable the system to t>o upgraded to a fuel gauge type display except

for the fact that the worm gearing system is unsuitable for providing single

dosa resolution In a portable product.

International Patem Application No. WO 92/09324 discloses the use of

30 a rotatable display means incorporating a rack of teeth which is driven by a

ratthet during the disperuing of a medicamem dose. Each tooth on the rack

corresponds to e single dose. The disadvamage of this type of errangement

Is that, tar reliable operation, all of the teeth in the rack need to t>e perfect.

One poor tooth wrill result in the counter display shovwng "half full" when the

reservoir Is actually empty. The documem also disckises a number of gearing

meana to enable the display to increment for hundreds of doses. To provide

5 a counter for the typkral 200-dose portable inhaler using this inventkm would

lequire e wheel with very small teeti^. formation of which is beyond current

manufacturing capabilities at sensible cosu.

European Patem Application No. 0 480 488 discktses a sinvtar dose

counter using e rack of single-direction teeth as the recording means. This

10 arrangemem typifies the current state of the art end its inherent llmltattons.

The display ring shows the doses remaining, but only in units of ten.

Furthermore, for reasons of tooth size, the display ring limits the reservoir

capacity to a total of approxinnately counted 1 20 doses. By means of further

reduction in gearing it is possible for this type of system to be extended to 200

15 doses but only by reducing the display resolution to greater than 10 doses.

United States Petem No. 4,565,302 diseases similar means to the

devices discussed above, but lllusvates cleariy in Rgure 6 the limitations of

such mechanisms In terms of display raadatMilty and total reservoir size. To

ertture readability, a large numeral 5 is shown in the device: It Is clear from thte

20 Figure that no nrwre than 30 doses couW be displayed in this manner If the

same style and size of indlcatkm Is required for each dose dispensed

i.e. 5, 4, 3 etc.

In United States Patem No 5.437.270 for a multi-dose powder device,

e number of display means are discktsed. IrKluding a tape system. The system

25 is described es a tape wound up imo a roll and whk:h Is freehr rotatable, the

leading edge of the tape being secured to a drum coupled to the rotation of the

metering member. The metering member is described as being rotated through

a knowm ar^utar increment by e ratchet system linked to e linear button tfiat

the patient presses to meter a dose.

30 An example of a dosa computer Is described In International Patent

Application No. WO 9 1 /0B334. This document discloses an electronic method

of counting doses remaining in the medicament canister uaing a awKch
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triogered by the can moveinent: itie twitch actuation is racontod by a

intcroiKocessor which displays the remaining doses on a screen. This system

was invented for montorlng dirtical studies and includes date/time logslng and

means for data downlosding. Thb was the first patent to show an

S implementation of a mie electronic doss computer.

Numerous other patent appflcations have fWlowed. discloslns otherdose

sensing means (usuaily interred from the movemem of the metering vah^e)

coupled to electronic means of recording the doses.

One of the drawbaclcs of thesa icnown coumera Is that they rely on

10 mechsnicel interaction between parts anached to the medicament-containing

vessel and parts provided on the actuator body. In other words, they are

displacement-triggered. Such counters are difficult to manufacture with

satisfactory tolerances because of the variation in length of typical aerosol

canisters wMch Is attributable in pan to the crimping operation used to connect

15 the vah^e-carrying lid portion to the main cup portion. Another variable is the

length of strolce of the meterixig valve. Although the technology invohred is not

especially demanding, it has been found that the amount of travel effective to

actuate the metering valve of e typical medicament-containing aerosol canister

may fall in a tolerance band as small as 0.5 mm. Thus it is difficult to provide

20 a generic counter which increments accurately in response to every actuation.

This may be true even when the counter, the aerosol canister end the inhaler

housing have been specificatly designed for use together. The problem Is

therefore Nicely to be worse in circxjmstances where differem manufacturers'

aerosol carUsters, inhaler housings and displacement-triggered counters are

25 used in combination.

International Patent Application No. WO 96AX)59S discloses the use of

a heat sensor which detects the heat of evaporation of the propellent and thus

truly detects the delivered dose. However, this device suffers from the

common drawback of all eiecuonic dose counters in that it is relatively

30 expensive.
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it Is therefore anobject of the presem invention to cortiblne the foUowing

advantages bt a mechar^l oounten

M) AbsDhita intrinsic raliabHIty In use • an unreliable eoumer is worse than

no counter at an.

5 (2) Single dose raadablHty over 200 doses or more.

13) Low cost to suit disposable products.

<4) SmaH size with large disptay to sidt portable inhalers.

In a first aspect, the invention is a dose counter for a metered dose

10 inhalar, the counter comprising:

actuator means;

drive means for driving rotary gear means in step-wise fasMon in

response to displacement of said actuator means, stU rotary gear means

comprising a wheel mounted on a spindle and said wheel having a plurality of

15 ratchet teeth around Its periphery;

means to prevem reverse rotation of said rotary gear means;

display means coupled to the rotary motion ofuU rotary gear means,

said display means having a visible array of incramenting integers on a surface

thereof irtdexable by a single integer in response to each step of the step>wise

20 rotary motion of the rotary gear means, and

a control surface to regulate the podiion of engagement and

disengagement between said drh/e means and said wheel.

Preferably, the ectuator means are operable by linear displacement from

25 e first position to a second position end back to said first position and the

count index occurs during the forward stroke of the actuator means from saM

first posttkin to saM second positkin. For example, the actuator means may

comprise a spring-loaded plunger adapted to engage the rim of e medicament

reservoir and being depressible against the return force of the spring loading

30 when the medicamem reservoir is translated to deliver a dose of medicament

through its metering vahre. TYie acttiator means may be integraily formed with

the drive means.

By controifing the po^on of engagement and disengagement between

the drhre means and the wheel, the travel required to count is precisely

regulated. For maximtim rdiabtlity and accuracy, the coumar must only Index

after the metering vahre has delivered Its dose from the Inhaler. If it counts

5 before this, users can index the counter without receiving a dose of

medicathent. In extreme cases, the user could end up with a counter reading

empty when the medicament reservoir is sctually fuN. Hence, tfw travel from

rest to the firs point can be defined as the 'must not count" zone.

As soon as possible after firing, the counter needs to Index, the upper

10 limit bdng the exMnt of fuH travel of the metering vahre. This can be defined

es the 'must coum* zone. Since all assemblies have toterances necessary for

reliable production, part of this "must coum" zone is required fbr the fire

position variance end part for the full vaKm travel variance.

Although typical valve travels are between 3 and S mm, only part of this

15 travel is available to index a counter mechanism. ISence the actual requirement

for a counter is that it must index after 2 mm of travel end be capable of

accepting S mm of travel without double counting.

In known ratchet irwJexlng mechanisms, a drive etemem is used to

engage e one-directkKial tooth form of a rack. The rack may be linear or It may

20 be turned upon itself to form a toothed wheel. The drive element engages In

the first rack tooth and moves the whole racka distance greaterthan orw tooth

pitch. The rack must then remain in the new position while the drhre element

disengages from the first tooth and engages the next. The temporary holding

of the rack is commonly achieved by a fixed elemem or pawl ttiat engages a

25 tooth form on the rack and prevents reverse motion.

In order that only one tooth is indexed for each drhre elemem movement,

the rack travel must exceed one tooth pitch but be less then two tooth pitches.

Thus, the chosen pitch must match the avaiiable travel, with nominal travel

being set typicaOy et 1.S tooth pitches. The maximum range of travel is

30 therefore between one and two tooth (dtches.
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Unfortunately the foterences encountered in metering vahfes for inhaler

devices fan outside this band. If the "must count* zone begins at 2 mm of

travel and extends to between 3 and S mm. It Is imposrible to determine a

tooth pitch which is unhrersaOy applicable to all inhaler veriants.

5 The control surface overcomes this problem by regulating the point of

engagement as weD as the point of disengagemem between the toothed wheel

and the drive element. It then becomes possiUa to use a smaO elicular rack to

obtain precise increments. Byextending the controlsurface beyond the circular

rack in both directhins. ft is possible fo provide a precise rotational incremem

10 from linear valve travel even when the linear motion far exceeds that required

tor the rotatiortat incremem. Using tWs Invention, the maxbnum precision of

inerememation is obtained without the possibility of double counting or

sensitivity to variation in linear travel.

tn en especially preferred variant, the means to prevent reverse rotatkm

15 of the rotary gear means is a friction clutch such as a wrap-spring clutch. The

advantage of a wrap-spring clutch is that it operates on the spindle mounting

the ratchet wt>eel and braces the spindle against reverse rotation relath/e to the

counter chassis. Absence of side forces ecting on the ratchet wheel means

that mechank»l operation of the counter is simplified.

20 Advantageously, the drive means for drh/ing the rotary gear means

comprises a ratchet drive pawl in the form of a straddle drhre In which the

tiement that engages the ratchet teeth of the wheel is supported between e

pair of spaced apart support arms. The gap between the support arms b
dinrwnsioned to accofrunodate the thickness of the wheel therebetween, so that

25 the depth of engagemem between the ratchet d rive pawl end the ratohet teeth

of the wheel is unhindered by the drive means support.

Preferably, the display means is an etongate flexible web such as a paper

or plastics tape on whkrh the dose count is printed, say as e descending

sequence of numbers from e.g. 200. The edvantage of e tape display is that

30 different print styles or representattons can be easily inco^>orated to emphasise

signifkrant events to the inhaler user, such as approaching exhaustkm of the

medicament reservoir. The tape is dispensed from a supply spool which is
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arranged in paraOal with a taka-up cpool. The takanip apool may shara the

same spindleas that on whl^ the ratchet wheat is mounted. The tape extends

between the two spools and passes behind a window in the inhaler apparatus

through which one of the printed figures is visible to the user.

In B second aspect, the invention is a dose counter for a metered dose

Inhaler, the counter comprising:

sctuator mearu;

drive means for driving rotary gear means in step*wise feshlon in

response to displacement of said actuator means, said rotary gear means

comprising a wheel mounted on a spindfe and said wheel having a plurality of

ratchet teeth around Its periphery:

display means coupled to the rotary motion of said rotary gear means,

said di^y means having a vlaibia array of incrememing integers on a surfece

thereof indexable by a single integer in response to each step of the step-wise

rotary motion of the rotary gear means, and

stepless restraint means to prevent reverse rotation of said rotary gear

meens.

Preferably, tfie stepless restraint means b a wrap-spring dutch operating

on the spindle on which the ratchet wheel is mounted and bracing the sfOndle

egalnst reverse rotation relative to the counter chassis. Absence of side forces

acting on the ratchet wheel means that mecharUcal operation of the counter is

simplified.

The actuator means may be operable by linear displacement from a first

position to a mcotmI position and back to said first positton, the count irtdex

occurring during the forward stroke of the ectuator means from sakt first

position to said second position. For example, the ectuetor means may
comprise e spring-loaded plunger adapted to engage the rim of 8 medicament

reservoir and being depressible against the return force of the spring loeding

when the medicament reservoir Is translated to deliver a dose of medicament

through its metering valve. The ectuator means may be integrally formed with

the drive means.

10

The drive means for driving the rotary gear means may be a ratchet drive

pawl in the form of a straddle drive in which the element that engages the

ratchet teeth of the wfwel is supponed between a pair of spaced apart support

arms. The gap between the support aims Is preforably dimensioned to

5 accommodate the thickness of the wheel therebetween, so that the depth of

engagement t>etw8en the ratchet drhre pawl and the ratchet teeth of the wheel

is unhindered by the drive means support.

Preferab^. the display mearu Is sn etongate flexible web of paper or

ptastkrs material on which the dose count is printed, for example as a

10 desoeiKling sequence of numbers from e.g. 200. The advantage of a t«pa

display is that different print styles or reprasentathms can be ea^
Incorporated to emphasise signiftcent events to the inhaler user, such.as

epproaching exhaustkin of the medlcanwnt reservoir. The tape is dispensed

from B supply spool which is arranged In paralle] with a take-up spool. The

15 take-up spool may share the same spindle es that on which the ratchet wheel

is mounted. The tape extends between the two spools end passes behind a

window in the Inhaler apparatus through which one of the printed figures Is

visible to the user.

In a third aspect, the inventkwi is e ratchet and drive pawl mechenlsm

20 comprising a rack having an array of ratchet teeth end drive pawl means In the

form of a straddle drive in which the element that engages the ratcftet teeth Is

supported betvireen a pair of spaced apert support arms.

The gap between the support arms is preferably dimensioned to

25 accommodate the thk:kness of the rack therebetween, so that the depth of

engagement between the ratchet drive pawt and the teeth of the rack (s

unhindered by the drive means support. This arrangement helps to equalise the

forces on either side of the tooth-engaging element and minimises twisting.

The drive pewl may be used either to pull the ratchet teeth or to push them.

11

The Invention will now be described by way of exampla only with

reference to the drawings. In wMch:

Hgure 1 is a cross-sactkmal view through an Inhaler apparatus showing a

counter mechanism in accordance the present inventton in

position near the base of an inhaler actuator;

Figure 2 Is s cross-secttonal view iSsken at right angles to the view of

Figure 1;

Figure 3 Is a schematic perspective view of an especially prefftrred form of

the Invention from which unessemial detail of the inhaler housing

has been omitted for darity:

Figure 4 is a schematic ^ew of • conventional ratchet gear end drive pawl

arrangement;

Rgure 5, views <a) andW show schematically two postfHe arrangementt

of ratchet gear and drhre pawl in accordance %vlth e first aspect

of the Inventkm;

Figure 6, views (a) and (b) show schematically a sttpped restraint and a

stepless restraint ecting on e ratchet gear and drive pawl

arrangement, end

Figure 7 is e series of schematic ^ews comparing conventtonal ratchet

drives with straddle drives In eccordence with a third aspect of

the invention.

Referring now to Rgures 1 erxl 2. the tower portion of e metered dose

inhaler is shown, comprising en actuator body 20 having a drug delivery

outlet 25. An aerosol canister 30 extends into the k>wer ponion of the

actiiator body 20. The aerosol canister 30 is formed from a deep drawn

ehiminium cup seaion 31 to wfiich e Ikt portton 32 is attached by crimping.

The Ikl portion 32 carries a metering vah^e assembly having a protruding vah^e

stem 33. the end of wtuch is received es e tight push fit in b stem block 21 of

the actuator body 20. Stem bktck 21 has a nozzle 22 connmunlcaiing with the

drug defhrery outlet 25 so that, upon actuation of the metering vahre assembly,

a charge of the drug is emitted through the nozzle 22 imo the drug delivery

outlet 25. Actuation of the metering vahie assembly is effected by causing

12

downward movement of the aerosol canister 30 relative to the actuator

body 20. This may be acHovod through manuat pressure exerted by the user

against the upturned bass (not shown} of the aerosol canister 30 or by

automatic depression of the aerosol canister 30 in response to user inhalation

5 in inhalers of the breath-octuatsd type. The mechanism of breath actuation

does fKit form part ofthe prassnt Invention and not be described In greater

detail in this specification. A user inhaling through the drug delivery otitiet 25

wfien the aerosol canister 30 is depressed wOl recehre a metered dose of the

drug.

10 A counter mechanism generally designated by the reference numefal 40

includes en ectuator plunger 41 mouMed from a plastics material such as

nylon, the pkinger 41 having a boss portion 42 integrally formed at its base.

The underside of boss portion 42 is formed with a blind hole which receives a

compresston spring 43 mounted on an upstanding spigot 44 formed on a lower

1 S element of the counter chassis.

Drive mearis 50 for drhnng a rotary gear means in the form of a ratchet-

toothed wheel 60 is integrally moukled with boss portton 42 of the ectuator

and comprises a transverse hook element (not shown) mounted twtween two

erms 52, S3 (only one visible In Figure 21, the bases of which are conjoined fo

20 the boss poaion 42. The transverse hook element Is dimensioned and oriented

to engage with ratchet teeth 61 formed around the periphery of ratchet wheel

60 to rotate it In a forward directwn.

Ratchet wheel 60 is imegratty moulded with a first hoDow axle 63 which

is rotetably supported on a first spindle 73 that projects transversely from e

25 chassis sub-elemem 70. Chassis sub-element 70 also has a second spindle 77

projecting traruversety therefrom on wf\ich a second hoOow axle 67 is rotatabty

supponed. A flexible tape 68 is wourxl arourxj the second hoDow axle 67

which serves as a supply spool and passes to the first hollow axle 63 which

serves as a take-up spool. A guide plate 69 forming pan of the chassis 8ut>-

30 element 70 fietps to gukle the tape In e 6nfK>oth passage from the supply spool

to the take^p spool. The surface of ttw tape 68 b marked v^th a progresskm

of descending mimbers wtUch denote the ruimber of doses remaining in the
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aerosol cafrisier. TypicaUy, the starting count is 200 and successive markings

on the tape decrease by one. The spacing between successive markings is

cocnddem wftti the Indexing motion of the mstching wheel 60 so that a new

number eppears in a window 26 provUed bi the inhaler housiftg 20 for each

S successive actuation.

The ratchet-toothed wheel 60 end integrally formed first hollow axle 63

are restrained from reverse rotation by a wrap-spring ckneh 64 surrounding the

holkiw axle 63 st the end thereof remote from ratchet-toothed wheel 60. One

and (not shown) of the wrap-spring chitch 64 to braced egainst the counter

10 chassis. The windings of the wrap-spring clutch 64 are oriented such that

rotatkMi of the first hollow axle 63 in a forward sense is not resisted by the

spring coils. However, reverse rotation of the hollow axle 63 acts so as to

tighten the spring coQs aroufwl It* thereby causing the first hollow axle 63 to be

gripped bythe internal surface ofthe wrap-spring chitch 64 end hence restraint

15 from reverse rotatton.

Turning now to Rgura 3, this drawing depicts e preferred embodiment

of the Inveittion in schematic perspecthre view. The counter mechanism to

generally designated by the reference numeral 340 and constots of an actuator

341 having a boss portion 342 intagraily formed therewith end drhre means

20 350 Joined to the boss portion 342. The underside of boss portion 342 to

provided witha Mind holewhich receives a compression spring 343 that serves

to return the actuator 341 to its rest position after depression thereof during

actuation of the inhaler a(H>8ratus (not shovm).

The drhre means 350 comprises a transverse hook element 35 1 mourned

25 between e pair of arms 352, 353 which are joined et their bases by a wreb (not

shown). The web to connected to the boss portion 342 of the actuator 341

and a combined actuator and drive means assembly may be integrally formed

from a plastics material such as nylon.

In use. the transverse hook element 351 engages with ratchet teeth 361

30 of a ratchet-toothed wheel 360 which is mounted on a hollow axle 363 serving

as a take-up spool tor a flexible tape display 368. At the end of the holk>w

axle 363 remote from the ratchet-toothed wheel 360 to a friction dutch 364

14

which serves to restrain the axle 363 against reverse rotation and hence

prevents reverse travel of the counter tape 368.

Atoo shown in tMs vtow to a control surtaca 371 which to depicted here

as a see-through element so that the workings of the invention may be more

5 dearly understood. Control surface 371 extends parallel to the direction of

travel of the actuator 341 and to kK»ted adjacent the ratchat-toothed

wheel 360 at a position which marks a chorda! projection across one of the

whed faces. One of the suppon erms 352 of the drive means 350 to in sliding

contact with contrd surface 371 . Thto sliding contact serves to inhibit the

10 natural tendency of the drive means 350 to flex radially inwardly towards the

axto of rotation of the ratchet-toothed wheel 360. By preventing such radially

inward flexure, the conuol surface 371 restricts the engagement and

dtoangagement of the drive 350 with the ratchet-toothed wheel 360 so that the

distance by whk:h the ratchet-toothed wheel 350 rotates to limited to one tooth

15 pitch. Thto condition to observed regardless of the extent of linear travd. or

stroke, of the actuator 341.

Figure 4 shows a schen>atic vtow of a conventional ratchet gear and

drive pawl arrangemem whk:h uses a reciprocating drive element 451 acting

in a pushing sense to rotate a ratchet-toothed wheel 460 in the directwn

20 shown by the arrows A. A fixed pawl 454 acts to prevem reverse rotation of

the ratchet-toothed wheel 460 by engagement against the trailing sk>pe 461 b

of a ratchet tooth 461 . However, on forvrard rotation of the ratchet-toothed

wheel 460 in the sense of arrows A, the fixed pawl 454 to capable of rad tolly

outward deformatk)n, urged by the leading slope 461a of a ratchet-tooth 461

.

25 In thto arrangement, if the ratchet-toothed wheel 460 is rotated by more

than a single tooth pitch but by less than two tooth pitches for each

reciprocating movement of the drive pawl 451, there to a degree of reverse

rotation umil the fixed pawl 454 becomes engaged by the trailing slope 461 b

of a ratchet tooth 461 . Thus, the rotatton of the ratchet-toothed wheel 460

30 may be said to be "stepped".
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Turrring now to Figure 5 thto shows schematically two possible

arrangdmants of ratchet gwr end drive pawl in accordance with a first aspect

of the Invention.

View (a) shows a drive pawl hook dement 551 acting in the sense of

S anow B to puO the ratchet taeth 561 of a ratchet-toothed wheel 560

downwards and effect ctockwise rotation of the ratchet-toothed whed 560.

The control aurfiaca 571 gddesthe tip of the drive pawl hook elamant 551 and

delink the position at which the drive pawl hook etoment 551 makea flrat

contact with a ratchat-tooth 561 during ita downward mothMi. Eqtially, the

10 control surface 571 forces the drive pawl hook dement 551 to disengage from

the ratchet tooth 561 at a fbted point during Its downward path.

View (bl shows a sbnOar arrangemem in which a drhre pawri 550 acts in

a pusMng aanaa In the direction of arrow B to rotate ttw r8tehar^toottwd

wheel 560inactockwisesense. Again, the natural tendency of the drive pawl

15 tip 551 to foOow a ratchet tooth 561 around Its curved path to pravantad by

the contrd surftee 571.

Hgure 6|a) shows a simitor arrangement to the conventiond ratchet gear

and drh/e pawl mechanism depicted in Hgure 4 and described above. In ttito

particular arrangement, however, the drive pawl 650 to acting in a pushing

20 sense in the direction of arrow B to drive the ratchet-toothed whed 660

dockwise. Fixed pawl 654 acts to prevent reverse rotation of the ratchet-

toothed wheel 660, but its action to not continuous and the restraint to add to

be 'stepped**.

Vtow 6(b) shows a simitor arrangemem in which the fixed pawl 654 to

25 reptoced by e coil sprirtg 664 virhich acts on a spindle rotatably supporting the

ratchet-toothed whed 660. The coito of the spring 664 are oriented such thet

forward enuation of the drive pawl 650 in the seme of arrow B acts to unwind

the colling sllghtty, allowing free rotation of the spiixlle, artd hence the ratchet-

toothed wheel 660, in the ctockwtoe sense. Reverse rotation of tt>e sptridto

30 acts to tighten the coUing of the spring 664 sJIghtiy so that It grips the spindle

and restrains it agaiiist reverse rotatton. In this sense, the restraint is

'stepiess".
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Referring now to Figure 7, here to a series of schematic vievn showing

two arrangements of a convamkmd ratchet drive and two arrangamonts of a

straddto drive in accordance ^th a third aspect of the Invention.

View (a) shows a conventiond pushing arrangement wherein a driva

5 pawt 751 actuated in the direction of arrow B engages a ratchet tooth 761 of

ratchet-toothed whed 760 to rotate It In a dockwrise sens*. In order to

achieve effective engagemem between the tip Of the drhra pawl 751 and tha

valley in between neighbouring ratchet teeth 761, the tip of the driw pawl 751

must be quite stonder. Thto means that h to suseaptiMa to bending and, whitot

10 the bending momem aids engagement of the drive pawl tip wfth the ratchet

teeth 761 , the bending moment reduces the effective travd. in a counter, thto

could effect counting preciswn.

VievWb) thovn a ratchet-tootfwd whed 760 rotated in a dockwtoa aansa

by a straddto form of drive pawl 751 actuated in the pushing sense represented

15 by arrow 6. The foreground arm of the straddto drive pawl 751 to omitted for

ctority, but h will be understood that the ratchet tooth-engaging demem to

supported at both ends by a support arm 752. 753. tn thto arrangement, the

ratchet tooth-engaging element is acting in pure compression. Moreover, the

support arms 752, 753 can be made sufflctontly sturdy to withstand ber>ding

20 because they do not need to come into contact with tfw ratchet-toothed wheel

760.

Vtow Ic) to simitor to the arrangemem shown in vtow (a) but relates to

the case in which the drive pawl 751 ecu In the pulling sertse. In this

arrangement, the tip of the drive pawl 751 to fashioned in the form of a hook

25 engageabto behind the trailing stopes 761 b of the ratchet teeth 761 to pull the

ratchet-toothed wheel 760 erourKi in the dockwtoe directton. The hook must

of r>ecessttY be fairly sler>der in order to achieve effective engagement with the

ratchet teeth 761 . However, thto nteans that the tip of the drive pawl 751 to

susceptlbto to bending. In thto case, the nndency to for radtoDy outward

30 bertding. encouraging premature dtoengagemcm of the drhre pawl 751 from the

ratchet-toothed wheel 760. Again, thto leads to a shortening of the effective

stroke and may undermine count preciston in a counter apparatus.
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Viow (d) shows a straddle form of drivo pawl 75 1 acting in the pulling

sense. As in view (b), the foreground arm of the straddle drive pawl 761 has

tieen omitted from this view for daritv, but it wiD be understood that the

ratchet tooth-errgaging element Is supported at both ends by a tuppoit arm

752. 753. In this embodiment* the ratchettooth-engaging etemem acts in pure

compression. Furthermore, aupport arms 752, 753 may be sufficientiy thick

to withstand bending because they straddle the ratchat^toothed wheel 760 and

do not need to come into contact with it

A further benefit of this arrangement. In both Its push and puU forms, is

that by suf^rting the tooth-engaging element at both its ends, it can be

reduced in profile to a knife edge for maximum precision of engagement with

the ratchet teeth 761

.

Although the invention has been particularly described above with

reference to specific embodiments, it will be understood by persons sidlled In

the art that these are merely illustrative and that variations are possible without

departing from the scope of the claims which follow.
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CLAIMS

1. A dose counter for a metered dose inhaler, the counter comprising:

actuator means:

drive meant for driving rotary gear means in step-wise fashion in

response to displacement of said actuator means, said rotary gear means

comprising a wheel mounted on a spindle and said wheel having a pturaitty of

ratchet teeth around its periphery:

means to prevent reverse rotation of said rotary gear means;

display means coupled to the rotary motion of said rotary gear means,

said display means having a visible array of incrementing integers on a surface

thereof indexable by a single integer in response to each step of ttw step-wise

rotary motion of the rotary gear means, and

a control surface to regulate the position of engagement and

disengagement between said drive means and said wheel.

2. A dose counter as claimed in claim 1 wherein the actuator mearis are

operable by linear displacemem from a first position to a second position and

back to said first position arxl wherein the count Index occurs either during the

forward stroke of the actuator means from said first position to said second

position or during the return stroke of the ectuator means from said second

posltton to said first position.

3. A dose counter as claimed in claim 2 wherein the actuator means

comprise a spring-kMded plunger adapted to engage the rim of a medicament

reservoir, said plunger being depressible against the return force of the spring

loading when the medicament reservoir is uansiated to deliver e dose of

medicament through a metering valve.

4. A dose counter as claimed in any preceding claim wherein the means to

prevent reverse rotation of the rotary gear means is a friction clutch.
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5. A dose counter ai claimed in dalm 4 wherein the friciton dutch b a

wrap^pring clutch.

6. A dose counter as claimed in any preceding claim wherein the drhre

means for driving tfw rotary gear mea/tt comprises a ratchet drive pawl in the

form of a straddle drhre in which the elemem that engages the ratchet teeth of

the wheel is supported between a pair of spaced apart support arms.

7. A dose coumer as clainwd In any preceding claim wherein the display

means is an elongate flexible web on which the dose count is printed or

written.

8. A dose counter for e metered dose inhaler, the counter comprising:

actuator means:

drh/e means for driving rotary gear means in step-virise fashion In

response to displacement of said actuator n>eans, said rotary gear means

comprising a wheel mounted on a spindle arMl said wheel having a pluratity of

ratchet teeth around its periphery;

display means coupled to the rotary motk)n of said rotary gear means,

said display means having a visible array of incrementing imegers on a surfoce

thereof indexable by e single integer In response to each step of the step-wise

rotary motion of the rotary gear means, and

st0(riass rastraim means to prevem reverse rotation of said rotary gear

means.

9. A dose counter as claimed in claim 8 wherein the stepless restraint

means is a wrap-spring dutch operating on the spindle on which the wheel is

mounted end bracing the spindle against reverse rotation.
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10. A dose counter es claimed in claim 8 or claim 9 wherein the actuator

means are operable by linear displacement from a first position to a second

position and back to saki first positton and wherein the count index occurs

either during the forward stroke of the actuator means from said first position

to said second position or during the return stroke of the actuator mearw from

said second position to sakl first position.

11. A dose counter as claimed in claim 10 wherein the actuator means

comprise a spring-loaded plunger adapted to engage the rim of a medicament

reservoir, sakl plunger being depressible against the return force of the spring

loading wf>en the medicament reservoir is translated to deliver e dose of

medicament through a metering valve.

12. A dose counter as claimed in any one of claims B to 1 1 wherein the

drhre means for driving the rotary gear means comprises a ratchet drive pawl

In the form of a straddle drhre in which the element tftat engages the ratchet

teeth of the wheel is supported between a pair of spaced apart support arms.

13. A dose counter es claimed in any one of claims 8 to 12 wherein the

display means la an etongate flexible web on which the dose count is printed

or wrinen.

14. A ratchet and drive pawl mechanism comprising a rack having en erray

of ratchet teeth and drhra pawl means in the form of a straddle drive in which

ttie element that engages the ratchet teeth is supported between e pair of

spaced apart suppon arms.

15. A ratchet and drive pawl mechanism as claimed in claim 14 wherdn tttt

gap between the support arms is dimensioned te eccommodate the thickness

of the rack therebetween.
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16. A dose counter for a meterad doso inhaler substantiany as described

her^ Mfltfi reference to Fisures 1 to 3 or vwith reference to Figure 6(a) of the

drawirtss.

17. A ratchet and drive pawl mechanism substantiaDy as described herein

with reference to Figure 7 of the drewings.
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